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INTRODUCTION

ABOUT US

The ACA is a not-for-profit, membership Association which
disseminates information on corrosion and its prevention or
control, by providing training, seminars, conferences,
publications and other activities.

Vision

Mission

Corrosion is managed sustainably and
cost effectively to ensure the health and
safety of the community and protection
of the environment.

Assisting society to manage the impact of
corrosion on asset durability.
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MESSAGE FROM
OUR LEADERS

DEAN FERGUSON
BOARD CHAIR
The COVID-19 pandemic has, and

worked tirelessly through difficult

continues to be, a health and economic

circumstances; working remotely, adapting

crisis that has affected the lives of ACA

training courses and delivery methods to

members, friends, and family in

provide as many services as possible. Our

Australasia and around the globe. On

volunteers who continued to organise

behalf of all at the ACA, our thoughts and

member-based activities, keeping our

best wishes are extended to everyone

sense of community alive. And our wider

affected by this difficult time.

membership and community, who
continued to support the association,

2020 brought new challenges for our

attending events, webinars, and training

association, as we navigated the

courses at every opportunity. Despite the

restrictions for face-to-face activities. That

significant reduction in revenue, these

our 2020 revenue was just over half our

efforts (combined with government

2019 revenue demonstrates the economic

COVID-19 relief) resulted in us returning a

impact of COVID-19 on our operations.

loss of less than $130,000 for the financial
year.

Throughout 2020, all levels of the ACA
responded to the economic and

I would like to thank my fellow board

operational setbacks. At the Board level,

members for their contributions towards

the team responded to the situation with

navigating the challenges that were 2020.

constant monitoring of the changing

This required a substantial additional time

financial and organisational risks

commitment from everyone – over and

implementing a restructure which enabled

above the usual – and without this effort

us to reduce costs in the face of reduced

we would not be in our current position.

revenue. The management and staff team
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In particular I would like to thank our
outgoing chair, Dean Wall, for his
outstanding contribution across the last 6
years (as board chair) and more. For a long
time Dean has led our association from
the front, developing and nurturing
relationships with key partners within
Australia and across the globe, engaging
and encouraging our members particularly
our younger members) to get involved,
and for constantly advocating for our
mission - assisting society to manage the

perspective to the board, as well as a
different mix of skills. Together we
have been active in assessing how
COVID-19 has influenced our overall
risk profile and are implementing
controls that will strengthen our
position and ability to pursue our
objectives well into the future.
These will include a thorough review
of our association’s governance and a
member-led review of our
constitution and bylaws which is
planned for this year.

impact of corrosion on asset durability.
Dean has had a significant influence on my
engagement in the association, supporting
my involvement as a younger member, and
it has been great to see him still involved
in our association in different capacity this
year. Thank you Dean for your heartfelt
effort, and thanks
to Nat for supporting him during the

"I am confident that
our association is in a
strong position to
thrive over the coming
years"

journey.
I’d also like to thank outgoing directors
Graham Carlisle and Wayne Thompson
(November 2020) and Di Brookman (May
2020) for their contributions to the board
throughout their tenures.
Looking ahead, I am confident that our
association is in a strong position to thrive
over the coming years. The association
ended the financial year with assets valued
over $3 million (split evenly
between cash and property) and with a
total equity position of over $2.2 million
we have the resources available to
relaunch and improve on our member
service offerings in 2021 and beyond.
Welcoming new directors Aaron Sudholz,
Patricia Shaw, and Wayne Burns in in
November 2020 has brought fresh

This new group of directors has
looked to review our strategic plan
and its pertinence in the COVID19 era.
We are confident that the broad aims
of the previous plan are still
applicable, and together we are
developing specific initiatives to
deliver on these goals, utilising a
foundation of membership
engagement and activity. These
initiatives will include activities to
address previously identified issues
with our association’s communication,
improving our Member Focussed
Services and our Training and
Certification programs, and seeking
to take a more active role in Industry
Leadership and Advocacy. To assist
and supplement the staff team in
delivery of these initiatives, we are
looking to bring more members into
the fold, so keep an eye out for
opportunities to be involved.

The year 2020 brought us many
challenges, however 2021 has
brought renewed excitement for
what we can achieve together. From
the early uptake of our training
offerings, attendance at events
and webinars, and the very strong
submission of abstracts for
November’s Corrosion and Materials
Conference in Newcastle, it is
heartening to see how eager our
members and community have been
to get back involved.
On behalf of the ACA Board, I would
like to thank all our members and
volunteers for their dedication and
support throughout 2020 and
welcome you all to join us on the
journey ahead.

DEAN FERGUSON
BOARD CHAIR
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A FEW
WORDS FROM
THE FORMER
CHAIR

We had to move quickly to revise the way
we operate to cater for online course
delivery and online events. We also had to
make the very disappointing, but prudent,
decision to postpone Corrosion &
Prevention in Perth to 2022 as Covid19
restrictions in WA wouldn’t allow for a
conference . We also had to freeze all
other spending of ACA funds and put a
hold on the quarterly publication of
Corrosion & Materials.
While business conditions were extremely
difficult, the ACA Board had to move
quickly, meeting regularly to ensure
prudent financial cuts were timely. Our
hopes were that this fine Association
would weather this period and come out
the other side with a few scars but in a
better position to service our members in
the future.

"I truly thank you
for the support
and friendship
over the last
decade "
Last year I was writing this report during
the period of stay at home work and social
distancing imposed on us by the COVID19 virus. This once in a lifetime event
continues to affect us in so many ways.
The Board oversaw a significant reduction
in income that originally was derived from
our suite of training courses and our inperson technical event calendar.

It was a hard decision by the board, but
restructuring head office by saying
goodbye to the CEO-Richard Reilly and
the Marketing Communications role was
prudent. We thank those staff for their
respective contributions. The new
structure saw Ross Boucher step into the
Role as General Manager, Suzzanna
Selvey Finance Manager, Jeff Lim as
Training and Development Co- Ordinator,
Lachlan Sebbens our Membership
Services Coordinator, Robert Slater IT
Manager, Rachelle Rigby Events Coordiantor and Gillian Slater as
Administrative Officer.
The new staff group came together
delivering courses and events online as
best we could and today, we continue to
host both online and in-person
presentations.
While business conditions continued to
be challenging and difficult throughout
2020 we remained confident that our

staff would help weather this storm and come out on
other side a thriving, viable association.
Our branches continued to be very active in the virtual
meeting space for networking purposes through 2020 and
were supported in hosting technical events during the year.
A big thankyou to all for your efforts.
The ACA Conference Format and ACA Applicator Event had
to be moved online in 2020 and was well attended. A
special thank you to our ACA Team for making this happen
along with our valued sponsors and volunteers who
continued to support the new platform.
You will see from the attached finances reported that the
ACA sustained a better than forecasted position and I am
proud to say we remain in a good financial position with
strong reserves for our future.
This year of challenges was one that many of us at the ACA
and personally we will never forget. For me, 2020 saw the
end of my tenure as ACA Chairman. I am forever grateful
for the opportunity to lead and guide the ACA through a
constitutional and financial change for the better.
I would like to thank my board colleagues both past and
present for their contributions to the board committee and
to their guidance and collegiality throughout 2020.
To those retiring Board Members in 2020 Di Brookman,
Wayne Thomson and Graham Carlisle, a special thanks for
your enduring service. My thanks as well to the ACA staff
who have been a terrific support to me and pleasure to
work alongside.
To my wonderful close friends at the ACA, I truly thank you
for the support and friendship over the last decade, Finally,
to my family Nat, Hannah, Charlotte, Lily and Grace; I am
forever grateful to you. You make me a better man.
I know the new board will respect the legacy of the past
and continue to support the ACA staff, members and our
industry as a whole.

DEAN WALL
BOARD CHAIR 2020
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MEET
THE
BOARD
Dean Ferguson, General Manager of Infracorr Consulting, is a Materials
Engineer and Chemist specialising in the durability and remediation of
civil infrastructure. Dean also holds a Master of Business
Administration from the Monash University Business School. Dean has
been a member of the ACA since 2008 and an ACA director since 2018.
In late 2020 Dean was appointed Board Chair.

Dean Ferguson

Kingsley is the Principal Engineer Materials Science at SA Water and an
experienced corrosion engineering and protective coatings specialist.
Kingsley has been a member of the Australasian Corrosion Association
for 20 years. He is an Instructor of the NACE Coating Inspection
Program (CIP) and the NACE Cathodic Protection program . Kingsley
has been a Director since 2013 and is the chair of the Audit Finance &
Risk Committee.

Kingsley Brown
Trish Shaw holds a PhD in chemistry with 25 years experience in
corrosion related applied research and consultancy. She has worked in
the coatings and corrosion prevention field for over 20 years, mainly
for the New Zealand Defence Force. More recently she worked in the
building research sector before joining Callaghan Innovation. Trish is an
active member of the ACA's NZ branch having held a variety of
leadership positions at both Branch Level and for the Wellington
Division.

Patricia Shaw

MEET
THE
BOARD
Michael is an accomplished, commercially focused senior human
resources business partner and executive leader. Michael is passionate
about organisational development and the employment experience.
Learning, engagement, safety and inclusion programs Michael has
designed have delivered outstanding results. His work has been
recognised through a number of national award programs. He enjoys
working collaboratively with his clients to solve business problems,
build organisational capability and improve business performance.

Michael Werle

Kim Jones was appointed on 3 May 2021 to the ACA Board as an
independent non-executive director. With Honours in marine science &
zoology, Kim’s careers range from teaching to Head of marketing &
communications in an ASX100. Kim's passion for raising the profile of
corrosion and corrosion experts is deeply connected to a mix of her
scientific curiosity with a life of sailing, cleaning steel hulls, at sea on
fisheries research vessels, working on ship ballast water treatment and
supercritical fluid technology.

Kim Jones
Wayne has been a Corrosion engineer for 50 years beginning with 30
years at Wilson Walton International and most recently over 18 years at
Anode Engineering. A life member of ACA, he has held office in all
branch committee positions for over 40 years. Wayne is passionate
about giving back to the Corrosion Community, a founder, former
director and frequent contributor to the ACA Foundation he believes
that young people are the future of our association and hopes to
continue his work in empowering young through his current role as
Chair of the Membership Committee.

Wayne Burns

MEET
THE
BOARD

Aaron Sudholz

Aaron Sudholz is the Engineering Manager for BAE Systems Australia,
and an Adjunct Research Fellow at Monash University. Aaron
completed both his undergraduate and postgraduate studies in the
areas of chemistry, materials science, and engineering. Aaron formerly
conducted research with the Defence Science and Technology (DST)
Group, characterising and modelling materials properties in the area of
corrosion science and engineering. Aaron currently leads a team of
multidisciplinary engineers in the development of corrosion prognostic
health management technologies.

Blane is a Registered Professional Engineer (RPEng), and National
Engineering Manager at Marine & Civil Maintenance (MCM), specialising
in corrosion control and structural durability. Joining the ACA in 2008,
Blane has been an active member of the association holding various
positions including, NSW Branch Committee Member, YCG NSW Chair,
and NSW Branch President. Through these positions Blane has
illustrated a keen interest in membership engagement and services
development, and subsequently joined the Board in 2019 to enhance
the membership offerings of the ACA.

Blane McGuiness
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2020 IN REVIEW

INFO TECH
IN A
PANDEMIC
These existing core cloud-based
systems enabled us to work
effectively from home.
The Covid19 Pandemic created
challenges and opportunities for the
ACA in the IT area with several new
services initiated and implemented as
needed.
In late March 2020, the ACA offices
were closed with all staff set to work
from home. Our phone system was a
newly installed Voip System that
seamlessly redirected calls to staff at
home on softphones and mobile
redirect.

VoIP Phone PBX
Website
Membership system
Events system
Training system
Email and calendar management
Drive and some files
We became reliant on our online
systems. They worked well providing
flexible high availability of service
despite increased demand from
members, the public and rapidly
changing requirements to deliver new
services.
Conference Server ( since retired)
Studio and Video editing
Live streaming services
Webinar services
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TRAINING &
EDUCATION

Coming out of 2019, a year where
we trained over 700 students, 2020
had a full calendar of training
courses scheduled with the
expectation of exceeding the
previous years student count. Many
of the 2020 courses scheduled
were to be run from our newly
renovated training facility at
Preston. Who would have predicted
that after the first in person course
ran in March 2020 that it would be
a further nine months until we
were able to run the second in
November. Thirty-nine scheduled
courses, in their face-to-face
format, were postponed
indefinitely as a result of the
government imposed COVID
restrictions that prevented us from
running courses and restricting
access to our training facility.

These restrictions on face to face
training led to the rise of a new
training course format, the
“blended” course. Our training
partner NACE, who were facing the
same predicament in the US,
quickly adapted their popular
Coating Inspector Program (CIP)
into a format that would be
deliverable in an online format for
the course theory component and a
“to be scheduled later” course
practical component. In April 2020
the ACA ran the first blended
course and followed up with a
further seven courses in the next
six months, a remarkable
achievement in being able to
continue to educate and train our
industry students in what was a
global lockdown period.

TRAINING
2020
Training courses consist of day-long sessions in
front of a screen. This is hard for students and
of course the lecturers. A rapidly installed
studio and a private streaming service allowed
us to live stream training at very high quality
while simultaneously running a private
conference server for interactivity. This was first
run in mid-April and has continued to develop
with changing circumstances.

This worked well until we went into an even
harsher lockdown where we were not allowed
into the office and had no access to the studio.
This was mitigated by configuring the private
conference server in Sydney to stream sound
and video at very high (25 frames per second)
quality. To give context, Zoom was managing
between 5 and 10 fps at this point which is
very hard to watch for extended periods.

As Zoom security and quality improved NACE
standardised on this platform. We gradually
moved all remote training to Zoom with highquality equipment, allowing us to retire our
Conference server.
During the harsh, no access period of
lockdown the Internet failed at the office
which resulted in the phone system being
inaccessible and the phones down. The system
was migrated to a full cloud system over the
course of a day and communications restored.

"It became painfully clear in the first weeks of the
Pandemic that we needed new laptops. With multiple
chrome tabs, Zoom and video for training and events
the machines we had were just not up to the job. We
needed fast, tough machines and we needed them
quickly. We ended up with gaming computers with
good graphics cards. This allows us to do the
simultaneous heavy editing and live streaming jobs
that we need to do. We switched to these machines
for training to allow us to beam in a lecturer, run
high-quality cameras and sound, PowerPoint and a
video at the same time."

THE WAY WE WERE

Cathodic Protection
around the globe

ACA studio

Preston classrooms

EVENTS
Our state branches and technical groups form

Some highlights of the year included the Oil and

the backbone of our Association and 2020 was a

Gas Technical Group’s Webinar series which gave

unique year when it came to the branch and

us the opportunity to hear from some

technical events at the ACA. We managed to

international guest speakers, including Neil

host just 5 in-person events across the

Wilds (Sherwin-Williams, UK) and Torben Lund

association before the pandemic restrictions

Skovhus (VIA University College, Denmark) and

necessitated a move to online events for the

the Victorian Branch taking the opportunity to

remainder of the year. Transitioning to online

open their annual Brian Cherry Awards Forum up

events was a big change for all of our event

to students from across the whole association.

contributors, with a lot of new challenges faced

This expanded format saw 10 entrants compete

by all. But the new medium also presented a

over two online rounds and gave each of these

great deal of opportunity and the ACA’s

young corrosion enthusiasts a chance to

membership was very receptive to the new

showcase their research despite the obstacles

format and some of the unique benefits of

presented by 2020.

online events. In total we either hosted or
contributed to 30+ webinars and saw over 2000
registrations with over 1500 attendees tuning in
from over 20 countries!
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Corrosion and Prevention took on a completely

Using the skills learnt in both events and training,

new look in 2020 to what had been planned

we streamed the conference and Applicator days

before the COVID pandemic struck. With C&P

with a combination of pre-recorded, live

2020 scheduled for Perth in November the

presentation and live Q&A from multiple remote

unknowns of what the COVID situation would

locations. Free Access was limited to members

be come the time of the event resulted in the

using our website access controls. We had stream

Board and Management making the decision to

access from members across the world with

postpone the 2020 edition of conference in its

hundreds of people on the stream.

usual format and move to staging an online live
stream conference.
The live stream conference was scheduled on
three consecutive Wednesday afternoon

CONFERENCE

sessions in October, for 2 hours each session.
Fifteen guest speakers from around the world

The 2020 online conference was held live during

presented over the three sessions. Featured

one of the harshest lockdowns in the world. We

topics included Marine Infrastructure, Steel

were not allowed to move beyond 5 km which

Corrosion, Non-ferrous and Light Metal

meant that the people running the stream were

Corrosion, Coating of Steel Structures, Asset

spread across the city and the participants were

Management Internal & External Corrosion,

spread across the world.

Cathodic Protection, Microbiologically
Influenced Corrosion (MIC)Assessment,

We arranged it so that participants would join a

Monitoring and Mitigation and more.

Zoom meeting ahead of time. We would then go

The conference was accessible to any member

live to the stream at the correct time. Zoom was

of the ACA for free and pleasingly attracted

being run by Rachelle and Lachlan from their

over 250 individual logins. A special mention to

houses and the final stream was edited and

our corporate members AIWC, Denso and Jotun

streamed in real-time using Robert's laptop from

for their continued support in each sponsoring a

his house to the streaming service and then the

session.

world.
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PARTNERSHIPS &
COLLABORATIONS
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Financial
Report

STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS
AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31 DECEMBER 2020

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL
POSITION
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2020
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN
MEMBERS’ FUNDS FOR THE YEAR
ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31
DECEMBER 2020
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR
ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020
1 Basis of Preparation
This financial report is a special purpose financial report prepared in order to satisfy the
financial report preparation requirements of the South Australian Associations Incorporation
Act 1985. The Board has determined that The Australasian Corrosion Association Inc. is a nonreporting entity. The Australasian Corrosion Association Inc is a not-for-profit entity for the
purposes of preparing the financial report.
The financial report has been prepared in accordance with the recognition and measurement
principles of all applicable Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations issued by the
Australian Accounting Standards Board and the requirements of the South Australia
Associations Incorporation Act 1985 unless otherwise disclosed in the financial report. It
contains the disclosures that are mandatory under the Accounting Standards and those which
the Board have determined are appropriate to meet the needs of the Members. Such
accounting policies are consistent with the previous year unless stated otherwise.
The financial report has been prepared on an accruals basis and under the historical cost
convention, as modified by revaluations to the fair value for certain classes of assets as
described in the accounting policies.
The financial report has been authorised for issue by the Board.
The accounting policies that have been adopted in the preparation of these statements are as
follows:

2 Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
Foreign currency translations
Functional and presentation currency
The financial statements are presented in Australian dollars which is the Association’s
functional and presentation currency. The financial statements of each Branch within the
Association is measured using the currency of the primary economic environment in which that
entity operates (the functional currency).
Transaction and Balances
Foreign currency monetary items that are outstanding at the reporting date (other than
monetary items arising under foreign currency contracts where the exchange rate for that
monetary items is fixed in the contract) are translated using the spot rate at the end of the
financial year.
Branches that have a functional currency different from the presentation are translated as
follows:
• Assets and liabilities are translated at year-end exchange rates prevailing at that reporting
date;
• Income and expenses are translated at actual exchange rates or average exchange rates for
the period, where appropriate; and
• All resulting exchange differences are recognised as a separate component in Other
Comprehensive Income.
Revenue
The core principle of AASB 15 is that revenue is recognised on a basis that reflects the transfer
of promised goods or services to customers at an amount that reflects the consideration the
Company expects to receive in exchange for those goods or services. Revenue is recognised by
applying a five-step model as follows:
1. Identify the contract with the customer
2. Identify the performance obligations
3. Determine the transaction price
4. Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations
5. Recognise revenue as and when control of the performance obligations is transferred
Generally the timing of the payment for sale of goods and rendering of services corresponds
closely to the timing of satisfaction of the performance obligations, however where there is a
difference, it will result in the recognition of a receivable, contract asset or contract liability.
None of the revenue streams of the company have any significant financing terms as there is
less than 12 months between receipt of funds and satisfaction of performance obligations.

Specific revenue streams
The company recognises revenue from the following major source:
The provision of training courses and other technical events
The provision of an annual conference
Membership fees
Provision of training courses and other technical events and provision of annual
conference
Revenue from the provision training courses and other technical events, and from the annual
conference is recognised when the event is held.
Where payment is required upfront, a contract liability is recognised on receipt of the payment
and recognised as revenue as the services are provided. to the end of the reporting period as a
proportion of the total services to be provided under the contract.
Membership fees
Membership fees are paid annually and revenue is recognised over the period in which the
services are rendered.
Where payment is required upfront, a contract liability is recognised on receipt of the payment
and recognised as revenue as the services are provided. to the end of the reporting period as a
proportion of the total services to be provided under the contract.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
Other income
Other income is recognised on an accruals basis when the Association is entitled to it.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprises cash on hand, demand deposits and short-term
investments which are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to
an insignificant risk of change in value. Bank overdrafts also form part of cash equivalents for
the purpose of the statement of cash flows and are presented within current liabilities on the
statement of financial position.
Property, Plant & Equipment
Each class of property, plant and equipment is carried at cost or fair value less, where
applicable, any accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses.
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Property
Freehold land and buildings are measured at fair value. At each balance date the carrying
amount of each asset is reviewed to ensure that it does not differ materially from the asset’s
fair value at reporting date. Where necessary, the asset is revalued to reflect its fair value.
Increases in the carrying amount arising on revaluation of land and buildings are credited to a
revaluation reserve in equity. Decreases that offset previous increases of the same asset are
charged against the related revaluation reserve directly in equity; all other decreases are
charged to the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.
Any accumulated depreciation at the date of revaluation is eliminated against the gross
carrying amount of the asset and the net amount is restated to the revalued amount of the
asset.
Plant and Equipment
Plant and equipment is measured at cost.
Depreciation
The depreciable amount of all fixed assets is depreciated over their estimated useful lives
commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use. Land and the land component of
any class of fixed asset is not depreciated. The useful lives used for each class of depreciable
assets are:
Buildings at valuation
40 years
Plant & Equipment
7 – 15 years
Furniture & Fittings
15 – 20 years
Office equipment
7 - 10 years

Leases
At inception of a contract, the company assesses whether a lease exists - i.e. does the contract
convey the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in exchange for
consideration.
This involves an assessment of whether:
- The contract involves the use of an identified asset - this may be explicitly or implicitly
identified within the agreement. If the supplier has a substantive substitution right then there
is no identified asset.
- The company has the right to obtain substantially all of the economic benefits from the use of
the asset throughout the period of use.
- The company has the right to direct the use of the asset i.e. decision making rights in relation
to changing how and for what purpose the asset is used.
The non-lease components included in the lease agreement have been separated and are
recognised as an expense as incurred.
At the lease commencement, the company recognises a right-of-use asset and associated lease
liability for the lease term. The lease term includes extension periods where the company
believes it is reasonably certain that the option will be exercised.
The right-of-use asset is measured using the cost model where cost on initial recognition
comprises of the lease liability, initial direct costs, prepaid lease payments, estimated cost of
removal and restoration less any lease incentives.
The right-of-use asset is depreciated over the lease term on a straight line basis and assessed
for impairment in accordance with the impairment of assets accounting policy. The estimated
life of the right-of-use assets is based on those of property, plant and equipment. The right-ofuse asset is subject to the impairment requirements and is assessed for impairment indicators
at each reporting date.
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the remaining lease payments at
the commencement of the lease. The discount rate is the rate implicit in the lease, however
where this cannot be readily determined then the company's incremental borrowing rate is
used.
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Subsequent to initial recognition, the lease liability is measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest rate method. The lease liability is remeasured whether there is a lease
modification, change in estimate of the lease term or index upon which the lease payments are
based (e.g. CPI) or a change in the company's assessment of lease term.
Where the lease liability is remeasured, the right-of-use asset is adjusted to reflect the
remeasurement or is recorded in profit or loss if the carrying amount of the right-of-use asset
has been reduced to zero.
Exceptions to lease accounting
The company has elected to apply the exceptions to lease accounting for both short-term
leases (i.e. leases with a term of less than or equal to 12 months) and leases of low-value
assets. The company recognises the payments associated with these leases as an expense on a
straight-line basis over the lease term.
Income tax
On 15 July 2015, The Australasian Corrosion Association Inc. self-assessed its income tax
exempt status with the Australian Taxation office.
Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the Australasian Corrosion Association Inc. has a legal or
constructive obligation, as a result of past events, for which it is probable that an outflow of
economic benefits will result and that outflow can be reliably measured.
Provisions are measured using the best estimate of amounts required to settle the obligation
at the end of the reporting period
Employee Benefits
Short term employee benefit obligations
Liabilities arising in respect of wages and salaries, annual leave and any other employee
benefits expected to be settled within twelve months of the reporting date are measured at
their nominal amounts based on remuneration rates which are expected to be paid when the
liability is settled. The expected cost of short-term employee benefits in the form of
compensated absences such as annual leave is recognised in the provision for employee
benefits. All other short term employee benefit obligations are presented as payables.

Long term employee benefit obligations
Liabilities arising in respect of long service leave and annual leave which are not expected to
be settled within twelve months of the reporting date are measured at the present value of
the estimated future cash outflow to be made in respect of services provided by employees up
to the reporting date.
Employee benefit obligations are presented as current liabilities in the statement of financial
position if the entity does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement for at least
twelve months after the reporting date, regardless of when the actual settlement date is
expected to occur.
Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets (with the exception of receivables) are recognised net of the
amount of GST, except where the amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the Tax
Office. In these circumstances the GST is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the
asset or as part of an item of the expense.
Receivables and payables in the statement of financial position are shown inclusive of GST.
Cash flows are presented in the statement of cash flows on a gross basis, except for the GST
component of investing and financing activities, which are disclosed as operating cash flows.
Financial Instruments
Initial recognition and measurement
Financial instruments are recognised initially using trade date accounting, i.e. on the date that
Association becomes party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
On initial recognition, all financial instruments are measured at fair value plus transaction costs
(except for instruments measured at fair value through profit or loss where transaction costs
are expensed as incurred).
Classification and subsequent measurement
Financial instruments are subsequently measured at either fair value, amortised cost using the
effective interest rate method, or cost. Fair value represents the amount for which an asset
could be exchanged or a liability settled, between knowledgeable, willing parties in arm’s
length transaction. Where available, quoted prices in an active market are used to determine
fair value. In other circumstances, valuation techniques are adopted.
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The effective interest rate method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial
asset and of allocating interest income over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is
the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the
financial assets, or, where appropriate, a shorter period.
The classification of financial instruments depends on the purpose for which the investments
were acquired. Management determines the classification of its investments at initial
recognition and at the end of each reporting period for held-to-maturity assets.
Impairment
At each reporting date, the Association assesses whether there is objective evidence that a
financial instrument has been impaired. The carrying amount of financial assets including
uncollectible trade receivables is reduced by the impairment loss through the use of an
allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off are credited
against the allowance account. Changes in the carrying value of the allowance account are
recognised in profit or loss.
Financial assets are derecognised where the contractual rights to receipt of cash flows expires
or the asset is transferred to another party whereby the entity no longer has any significant
continuing involvement in the risks and benefits associated with the asset. Financial liabilities
are derecognised where the related obligations are either discharged, cancelled or expired.
The difference between the carrying value of the financial liability extinguished or transferred
to another party and the fair value of consideration paid, including the transfer of non-cash
assets or liabilities assumed is recognised in profit or loss.
Critical accounting estimates and judgements
The Board makes estimates and judgements during the preparation of these financial
statements regarding assumptions about current and future events affecting transactions and
balances.
These estimates and judgements are based on the best information available at the time of
preparing the financial statements, however as additional information is known then the actual
results may differ from the estimates.
New and amended standards adopted by the Association
The Association has adopted all the amendments to Australian Accounting Standards issued by
the Australian Accounting Standards Board, which are relevant to and effective for the
Association’s financial statements for the annual period beginning 1 January 2019. None of the
amendments issued have had a significant impact on the Association.

3. Revenue and Other Income

4. Cash and Cash Equivalents

5. Trade and Other Receivables
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6. Property, Plant and Equipment

7. Leases
Information relating to the leases in place and associated balances and transactions are
provided below.
Terms and conditions of leases
A building lease for the Association’s head office, together with training facilities, was entered
into during the prior year. The lease is for two years. Option to renew for a further year is at
the discretion of the lessor, and so has not been accounted for. The rentals are subject to a
fixed increase of 3% per annum.
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STATEMENT BY MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

